Wilsonart® Traceless™ Laminate

A TRUE SURFACE SENSATION.

The latest launch from Traceless™ Laminate is a modern collection of 10 designs that features an ultra-matte finish, simple repairability, and velvety textures. Research shows that sensory elements are a beautiful way to offset today’s tech-heavy environments. Traceless™ Laminate sets the trend as a surreal, fingerprint-resistant accent that invites physical touch — because every space should feel perfect, too.

IN TOUCH WITH SURFACE PERFECTION.

Remarkably simple to clean, highly durable, and striking, Traceless™ surfaces are available for residential and commercial applications.

ON-TREND AND IN STYLE

A stylish collection of woodgrains and neutrals in an ultra-matte finish.

EASY TO MAINTAIN

A damp sponge and mild soap are all that’s required.

DURABLE

Highly resistant to abrasions, scratches, cracks, and chips.

STAIN RESISTANT

Resists spills, muddy fingerprints, and more.

ECO-FRIENDLY

UL GREENGUARD Gold Certified for low chemical emissions.
All 10 designs included in the 2022 launch upgrade the velvety look of ultra-matte paint. Each style is carefully curated to fit a modern commercial or residential aesthetic. Velvety tones follow trending color palettes with “color step-downs.” Hand-curated tonal schemes step down from bold to soft within the same hue.